
4.14 SkillBuilder: Historical debate
4.14.1 Tell me
What is a historical debate?
A debate is an argument between two or more people in which opposing views are expressed about a
particular issue. Its purpose is both to reveal the ‘truth’ and, in the case of a public debate, to influence
public opinion. In some cases, a debate may be conducted face to face. In others, the debate may be
conducted through a range of media such as newspapers and magazines.

Why is a debate a valuable source of information?
Debate is important to historians because it reveals information, not only about the issue at its centre,
but about those involved in the debate as participants and audience members. In this case, you will be
analysing a national debate that came to be known as the ‘History Wars’. While it was sparked by the views
of historian Keith Windschuttle, as expressed in his book The Fabrication of Aboriginal History (2002), the
debate would eventually engulf university academics, writers, journalists and politicians and, of course, the
Australian public.

4.14.2 Show me
How to analyse a historical debate — a step-by-step approach
One of the most challenging aspects of analysing a debate is working out what is fact and what is simply
designed to ‘score points’ with the readers, listeners or viewers. Examine each view in turn, asking the
following questions:

a. What are the major arguments made?
b. Are there any obvious flaws in the arguments presented — for example, are they simplistic, unrealistic

or irrelevant?
c. What supporting evidence is given for each argument, and how accurate do you think this evidence is?
d. Are some points skimmed over or ignored? If so, why might this be?
e. Does the writer/speaker criticise the character of his or her opponent(s)? If so, what words/phrases are

used to characterise them?
f. Is there any evidence of bias? If so, what is it?

The final stage of your analysis involves drawing conclusions about the validity of the arguments presented.
The conclusions you draw are always open to challenge and should be revised if you find compelling
evidence to the contrary.

SOURCE 1 In this excerpt from a paper presented at the Conference on Frontier Conflict (2001), Keith
Windschuttle restates his belief that much of accepted Aboriginal history since settlement is a fabrication.

. . . When it is closely examined, the evidence for the claims of widespread mass killings of Aborigines turns
out to be highly suspect. Much of it is very poorly founded, other parts are seriously mistaken, and some of it is
outright fabrication . . . Defenders of the orthodoxy attacked my politics, my morals and my ability to do historical
research, while at the same time pretending that the academics I had criticised were reliable scholars whose
opinions should be trusted . . .

Unfortunately, the fictions and fabrications of our academic historians are more than matched by those
created by the Aborigines themselves. Because Aborigines in the colonial period were illiterate and kept no
written records, we are urged today to accept the oral history of their descendants as an authentic account of
what happened in the past. My view is that Aboriginal oral history, when uncorroborated by original documents,
is completely unreliable, just like the oral history of white people. Let me illustrate this with an account of the
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infamous Mistake Creek Massacre in the Kimberley district . . . There are at least four versions of Aboriginal oral
history about this incident . . . and all of them are different . . .

The colonial authorities wanted to civilise and modernise the Aborigines, not exterminate them. Their intentions
were not to foster violence towards the Aborigines but to prevent it. They responded to violence by the Aborigines
towards white settlers cautiously and reluctantly, and their overriding concern was to prevent retaliatory violence
by settlers and convicts from getting out of hand.

SOURCE 1 reflects the views of Keith Windschuttle. It has been used as the basis for answering
questions a–f.

a. What are the major arguments made?
Keith Windschuttle claims that much of what we know about Indigenous history after Australia was
settled — particularly claims of massacres by white settlers — is based on poor research.

b. Are there any obvious flaws in the arguments presented — for example, are they simplistic, unrealistic
or irrelevant?
Windschuttle states that ‘Aboriginal oral history, when uncorroborated by original documents, is
completely unreliable’, but he himself points out that the Aboriginal people were illiterate and were
therefore unable to keep these sorts of documents.

c. What supporting evidence is given for each argument, and how accurate do you think this evidence is?
The claim that Aboriginal oral history cannot be trusted is supported by an example — the Mistake
Creek Massacre. According to Windschuttle, four different versions of this story have been passed
down.

d. Are some points skimmed over or ignored? If so, why might this be?
Windschuttle characterises the settlers in a very positive way, suggesting they wanted to ‘civilise and
modernise the Aborigines, not exterminate them’. He seems to ignore the idea that forcing European
‘civilisation’ on a community that already has its own culture may have had a negative impact on that
community.

e. Does the writer/speaker criticise the character of his or her opponent(s)? If so, what words/phrases
are used to characterise them?
Windschuttle suggests that the historical claims made by academic historians and Indigenous
Australians are ‘fictions and fabrications’. He also hits back at his detractors, calling them ‘defenders
of the orthodoxy’.

f. Is there any evidence of bias? If so, what is it?
It seems from this excerpt that Keith Windschuttle may be biased towards viewing white settlers in a
positive light, and viewing both Indigenous people and many historians quite negatively.
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4.14.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

4.14 ACTIVITIES
1. Analyse SOURCE 2 using questions a–f detailed in the Show me section.

SOURCE 2 Robert Manne, a writer and academic at Melbourne’s Latrobe University, has been a vocal
critic of Keith Windschuttle and those who suggest that there is little proof of the deliberate mistreatment
of Indigenous Australians following settlement. This excerpt is from the introduction to Whitewash: On
Keith Windschuttle’s Fabrication of Aboriginal History, a collection of essays edited by Manne and released
in 2003.

. . . Windschuttle had never previously written at any length about Aborigines or the Australian frontier.
In his Quadrant essay his starting point, for reasons that were never satisfactorily explained, was four
massacres mentioned by the journalist Phillip Knightley in his new portrait of Australia. In three of these
cases Windschuttle attempted to show, either by drawing on others’ work or by a far from convincing chain
of evidentiary reasoning, that no massacres had taken place. He also attempted to show that the tentative
estimates of 20 000 Aboriginal killings on the frontier between the late 1780s and the late 1920s which had
been independently arrived at by Henry Reynolds and Richard Broome, and which had been regarded as a
reasonable guess by the most conservative of all contemporary Australian historians, Geoffrey Blainey, was a
vast exaggeration and, indeed, a ‘fabrication’.
Windschuttle, who had at that time done no systematic historical research on settler–Indigenous relations

(or on anything else), claimed to know for certain that the number of Aborigines killed at the frontier had
been very small. How did he know this? Windschuttle argued that because of the British settlers’ Christian
faith and because of their civilisation’s fidelity to the idea of the rule of law, large numbers of killings could
be excluded in advance as a cultural impossibility. He expressed astonishment at the discovery that Henry
Reynolds’ estimate of 20 000 killings, which he had previously accepted on trust, was not even based on a
tabulated list of every occasion on which Aborigines had been killed. For Windschuttle, it appeared clear that
a death which was unreported and thus undocumented was a death which had not occurred. (By the use of
a methodology equivalent to Windschuttle’s it would be possible to prove that virtually no sexual abuse of
children occurred in Western societies before the 1970s.)
Windschuttle apparently could not imagine the kind of rough frontier society where settlers killed

Aborigines who threatened their livestock or their lives; where such deaths went officially unidentified; and
where government officials tacitly agreed, in regard to settler violence, to turn a blind eye . . .
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